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UNITED STATES 
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PATENT OFFICE. 
MATTINIEMI, OF SEATTLE, WASHINGTON. 

. . . MUSIC-LEAF. TURNER, 

Application filed July 13, 1925. Serial No. 43,222. . 

This invention relates to music-leaf turn 
ers and, more especially, to improvements in 
the apparatus illustrated and described in 
U. S. Patent No. 1484,308, issued to me 
February 19, 1924. 

Its object being to improve the construc 
tion of the apparatus above referred to to 
render the same more efficient and convenient 
tO Se. 
With these ends in view the invention 

consists in the novel construction, adapta 
tion and combination of parts hereinafter 
described and claimed. 
In the accompanying drawings, – 
Figure 1 is a front elevation of antasig 

stand embodying my improvement; Figs. 2 
and 3 are horizontal sectional views taken 
on lines 2–2 and 3-3 of Fig. 1; and Fig. 
4 is a perspective view of a portion of the 
pedal support. 

Referring to the drawings, the numeral 
5 represents, generally, the post member of 
a music stand comprising telescopically ar 
ranged parts 6 and 7. Said post is Sup 
ported upon two front legs 8 and a rear leg 
9 which are pivotally connected to a collal 
element 10 secured to the lowe' end of the 
post part 6 and connected by braces 11 with 
a sleeve 12 which is secured in adjusted 
positions to the post as by means of a latch 
13. Detachably connected to the post part 
7 is a vertical extension 15 to the lower por 
tion of which are hingedly connected by 
means of pivot 16 bracket members 17. 
Each of said bracket members is in the na 
ture of an angle-bar having a horizontal 
flange element 17 and a vertical flange ele 
ment 17°. 

18 represent foldable link elements con 
xtension 15 and said. 

bracket members, and cooperating with wing 
nected to the post 

bars 19, which are pivotally connected to 
each other and said links, to afford a backing 
for music sheets which are held in place as 
by means of spring wire arms 20 attached to 
pivot pins 21, as shown. 
The lower ends of such sheets are engaged 

in clips 22 secured to the bracket flanges 17°. 
The parts above described constitute a 
known construction of music stand. 
In the present invention, like that illus 

trated in the aforesaid patent, there is pro 
vided upon each of the brackets 17 a lever 

which by means of a pin 23 is fulcrumed 
to the respective horizontal flanges 17 to 
provide relatively short and long lever arms 
24 and 24. 
The longer arms 24' carry devices which 

will be presently described for holding a 
sheet of music. 
To accommodate the horizontal swinging 

movements of the lever arms 24, the bracket 
flanges 17° are slotted as at 25". 
The music leaves which are to be turned 

are carried by the longer arms 24' and to 
connect the leaves thereto, upon each of 
these arms there is provided a vertical rod 
25 hingedly connected to a carrier 26 which 
is adjustably slidable upon the arm, said rod 
being provided adjacent its upper end a clip 
27 within which is engaged the outer edge 
of the upper portion of the music leaf as 
L in Fig. 1. 
The lower edge of a music leaf is held 

against a fence element 28, carried by the 
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lever arm 24", by means of a clamping piece . . 
29 pivotally connected to the respective l'od 
25 and engageable between such leaf and 
a post element 30 extending upwardly from 
the lever arm. Said clamping piece is 
formed of wire and is bent back upon itself 
to afford an end 29 Fig. 2 which cooper 
ates with the main portion of the clamping 
piece to constitute, in effect, a sear, spring 
for urging the leaf against said fence: 

Similarly to the carrier 26 for the rod 25, 
the fence 28 is adjustably slidable on the 
lever arm 24" toward and from the axes of 
the pivotal connections 23 of the latter for 
the purpose of regulating the positions of 
the leaf holding devices suitable to different 
widths of leaves. The clamping piece 29, 
which cooperates with the fence 28, is shifted 
with the rod 25 to which it is connected by 
moving the carrier. m 
The shorter arm 24 of each of said levers 

terminates in laterally extending perforated 
ears 31 and 32 to which are attached the ends 
of flexible connections 31 and 32, prefer 
ably of wire, extending through leads 33 and 
34, provided upon the respective bracket 
members 17. 
The other ends of the wire connections 31 

and 32 are attached to ends of flexible con 
nections 319 and 32°, preferably cords, which 
extend downwardly and thence about rollers 
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2 
35 provided in the outer ends of pedal de 
vices 36 to a winding drum 37, one on each 
pedal device. 
Said pedal devices are in the nature of 

5 

10 

levers which are each fulcrumed at its mid length by means of a pin 38 to spaced apart 
standards 39 extending upwardly from a 
floor plate 40-common to both pedals dis 
posed transversely with respect to the music 
stand. . . 
To each of its 

otally connected at 41 to an end of a link 42 

15 

whose other end is notched as at 43 to coop 
erate with a hook 44 pivoted to the link 42 
for connecting the floor plate to the adja 
cent stand leg S. 45 represents a notched off 
set arm provided upon a link 42 to engage 
a leg Sabove its engagement with a link to 

20 render more rigid the connection of the lat ter with the stand. . , . . . . . . 

The drums 37 are rotatably mounted upon 
the respective pins 38, see Figs. 1 and 3, each 
of said drums being rotatable to wind the 
cords-31 or 32"-thereon by means of a 25 clock spring 46 acting through the medium 
of a toothed gear 47 mounted upon the 
is rotatable with the respective drum. The 
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spring shaft 48 engaging a pinion 49 which 
purpose of the cord take-up afforded by the 
spring actuated drums is to render the cords 
taut for various vertical adjustments of the 
stand. After the cords are thus regulated 
the drums are secured against rotary motion 
by means of wire dogs 50 engageable with 
peripheral teeth provided on the drum ends 
51. 

finger elements 52 for rotating the dogs into 
engaged and disengaged relations with the 
drum. 53 represent eye attachments for di 
recting the cords to the respective drums. 

40 

The cords 31° and 32% are arranged to be 
disconnected from the respective wires 31 
and 32 by means of hooks 54 provided upon 
the cords engageable with eyes 55 provided 
upon the respective wires. . . . . . . . 
In operation, a sheet of music attached to 

either of the lever arms 24' is turned about 
the axis of the respective fulcrum pin 23 
through the medium of the flexible connec 
tions and the associated pedal lever 36. By 
depressing the more elevated arm of the pedal lever a pull is imparted through flexi 

5 s 
ble connection thereof to cause the sheet supporting lever to be swung in such a man 

ends said floor plate is piv. 

As shown said dogs are provided with 
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ner as to turn the sheet and swing the same 
from one side of the stand axis to the other 
side. - - 

Among the advantages of the present im 
provements are: . . . 
Improved means for holding the leaves to 

the stationary and relatively movable or 
swinging parts, respectively, of the upper 
portion of the stand. 
Another improvement resides in the man 

rious parts of such upper portion of the 
stand to permit the same to be readily col 

60 
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ner or means for foldably connecting the va 

lapsible into a small space and to be quickly. 
expanded into operable condition. 
The means afforded by the spring actuated 

70 

drum devices on the pedals for taking up the 
slack in the flexible connections are of im 
portance as are also the pawl devices for se 
curing the drums to retain the flexible con 
nections in operative conditions. . . . 

319 and 32° when they are disconnected from 

75 

The take up means accommodate the cords 
to different vertical adjustments of the 
stand-and also serve to wind up the cords 

80 
the wire connections 31 and 32". 
What I claim, is- 3. . . . 
In a music leaf turner of the character de 

scribed, the combination with a stand having 
a central post element, bracket members piv 
otally connected thereto, and link elements 

85 

foldably connected together and pivotally . 
connected to the post and the respective 
bracket members for supporting the outer 
ends of the latter, of wing bars connected to 
- a .. - s, a 90. said link elements, resilient means cooperat 
ing with the respective links and wing bars 
for detachably connecting sheets of music 
thereto, arms pivotally connected adjacent 
to one end of each to the respective bracket 
members, each of said arms having slidably 
mounted thereon a fence member and a car 
rier, a rod pivotally connected to said car 
rier and provided near its upper end with a 
leaf engaging clip, and a champing piece 
pivotally connected to said rod and adapted 
to cooperate with the fence member for cons. 
necting the lower portion of a leaf to said 
arm, the upper portion of said leaf being 
connected to the respective clip whereby the 
said leaf is turnable about the pivotal axis 
of said arm. - 
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Signed at Seattle, Washington, this 8th 
day of June, 1925. - 

- MATTINIEMI. 

  


